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N A NOVEMBER MEETING, a Flight Safety Research Council of officers evaluated
the safety records of the various USAF, ANG and Air Reserve bases and organiza·
tions for the six-month period January through June 1951. After thorough deliberation, the Council selected two Air Reserve, two Air National Guard and 20 USAF bases
for awards of the bronze and mahogany Flying Safety plaques. Congratulations to the
winners:
2230th AFRTC, Floyd Bennett Naval Air Station, Brooklyn, N.Y.
2585th AFRTC, Miami International Airport, Miami, Florida.
MATS Units, Westover Air Force Base, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
SAC Units, Ramey Air Force Base, Aguadilla, Puerto Rico.
TAC Units, Miami International Airport, Miami, Florida.
MATS Units, Brookley Air Force Base, Mobile, Alabama.
146th Composite Group, ANG, Van Nuys, California.
Selfridge Air Force Base, Mount Clemens, Michigan.
138th Fighter Squadron, ANG, Syracuse, New York.
Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
McClellan Air Force Base, Sacramento, California.
Pope Air Force Base, Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
Larson Air Force Base, Moses Lake, Washington.
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Tucson, Arizona.
Great Falls Air Force Base, Great Falls, Montana.
Maxwell Air Force Base, Montgomery, Alabama.
Mather Air Force Base, Sacramento, California.
Rapid City Air Force Base, Rapid City, So. Oak.
Stewart Air Force Ba'le, Newburgh, New York.
Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Air Force Units, Hensley Field, Dallas, Texas.
Brooks Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Ellington Air Force Base, Houston, Texas.
Griffis Air Force Base, Rome, New York.
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JET FLIGHT PLANN ING
You'll find a rather length y article beginning on
page 2, entitled " Jet Flight Pl annin g." Besides being
one of the longest, we think it is one of the best that has
ever appeared in this magazine. As the by-line indicates,
it was prepared by the instructor staff of the SAF Instrument Pilot School which recently moved from Tyndall AFB to Moody. The people who wrote this article
are the Air Force's expert on the subject.
When we visited them in ovember, we were impre sed
by the fact that their number one aim is to spread the
gospel of instrument flyin g, of which fli ght planning
i a most important part. They don 't want to wait until
a pilot goes to their school to pass him the word- they
want every pilot flying today to benefit as much as
possible from what they have learned and from what
they have to teach. We thank these in structors for their
cooperative attitude and for their offer to write more
articles for us in the future.
Regarding the article itself, little is said about inflight navigation or planning techniques. After all , one
story can't cover everything. We' ll try to get something
out on in-flight procedures in a future issue.

• • •
NEXT MONTH
You jet pi lots may look forward to another good
article by the instructor staff of the Instrument School
in the February i sue. It' on recovery from unusual
attitude an d gives some good pointers which mi o-ht
take away some of the weat and prevent the formation
of new gray hairs next time a win gman get lost from
hi s fli ght leader on the gages . . . especially if th ose
gages hou ld be tipping all over the instrument panel.
Al so, we plan to run an article on Air Re cue Service,
the organization which brings 'em back alive from behind enemy lines among other places.

•

•

•

RESTRICTED
For thi issue only, the classification tag is back on
the magazine. Actuall y, only the Jet Flight Planning
article is restricted. All others may be quoted, reproduced or discussed without worrying about security.
We promise not to classify FLYING SAFETY unless it is
abso lutel y necessary.

•

•

•

OOPS!
We got our knuckles lightly rapped for a short item
which appeared on page 28 of the ovember magazine.
It's the very last paragraph on the page, whi ch recommended that tiptank gas caps ( F-80's) not be tightened
unti l just prior to takeoff. This ha not been approved
for the ZI yet. So, for the present, leave this procedure
to FEAF. In their type of operations, they have a few
prerogative which other can' t exercise. And it's a good
thing they have, too .

• • •
THE COVER
The idea for this month's cover comes from Lt. General H. A. Craig, the Inspector General , SAF, who
was impressed by the F light Safety import of the quotation. Credit for the quotation goes to Captain A. G.
Lamplugh of British Aviation, fnc. , Ltd.
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Good flight planning includes a check of fuel load. It should
also include assurance of pilot proficiency in jet simulator or
link trainer.

By USAF Instrument Pilot School

R

EMEMBER THE FAMILY PIC ICS? Everyone
hu ti ed around packing food and utensil s, checking
each item as it went into the picnic basket. There were
unorganized check and doubl e-checks to see that everythin o- wa packed. Th en yo u drove to the picnic grounds,
unpacked and .. . invariably so methin g wa forgotten.
suall y it wa a trivial item, a box of napkin o r
a beer can opener, and forgetting it eldom co n tituted
a crisi . Everyone put up with grea y fin gers and Uncle
Fud bit hole in th e top of hi beer cans. The point remain , people are alway forgetting omethin g.
Pl anninrr a flight in a jet is a lot like pla nning_the
famil y picnic. There a re a lot of items to go, only
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Jet Pilots Can Be Sure of Cetting Where They're Coing
if They Plan Their Flights Like the Experts Do
most of them go packed in yo ur noggin. Unlike the
picnic, the item you forgot may well be the contributin g
factor to a crisis, and the onl y way to lick that human
weakness for forgetting is to use organized, detailed
flight planning.
The problems in jet fli ght planning are not entirely
new. Most of them are the bi g brothers of the problem
which arose in flying conventional aircraft. Endurance,
range, weather, all the old problems are still here.
However, with a jet, the newest wrinkl e is the combination of short endurance and comparatively lon g range.
JANUARY ,
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Thi range, in turn, means a larger variety of weather
on a single fli ght. In hort, the jet lumps several old
problems together and to es them in your lap on every
fli ght .
There's little that is drasticall y new in the so lution
of the e problems. It's still ca ll ed fli ght planning, on ly
now it's done in greater detail.
There are a heap of way to fi gure how far you can
travel in one jet flight. You've heard them. " Seven hundred miles eastbound , six hundred westbound," " two
miles to a gall on at 35,000 feet" ... there are a lot of
3

Capt. E. J. McDonnell, instructor at USAF Instrument Pilot School demonstrates to class how to use the
zero reade r. Training a ids and d iagrams are used extensively at the school to ge t across instruction
such as contained in this article .

them. Some of them even work . Some of them will get
yo u to a deslination ... others wi ll almost get you there.

fli ght planning to the point where the time factor is
no longer prohibitive.

However, there's one syslem that pays off every time.
IL's been proven in fli ght to be basically sound, and,
if used properly, guarantees no unscheduled hikes from
the " boondocks" to destination.

CHECK THE WEATHER

This
School
of it
factors

system is used by the USAF In strument Pilot
in the cr11ise co ntrol and flight planning phase
course to give pi lots an understanding of the
thal affect jet ranae from takeoff to landing.

It's a method that enlails more work Lhan the average
pilot ordinarily devotes to the busin ess of goin g from
here lo yonder . But out of th e detail ed planning on
which the ystem is ba ed, has co me a Climb Compensation Chart and Flight Logs Lhat aclually simplify jet
4

It all starts with a trip to the weather office. You're
coverin g a lot of ground in a short time and yo u can
expect fairly rapid changes in the variety of weather
through which you are travelling. If a check on weather
reveals that your flight can be co nducted under visual
fli ght rul es, the probl em i made easier. But where intrument fli ght co nditions are forecast, detailed fli ght
planning is a must for consislently successful jet fli ght.
There's a wealth of information available to the pilot
in the weather office, and yo u don't have lo shout,
"Open, Sesame" to get it ... just ask for it. Remember
Lhough, that si mpl y asking for the weather " from point
FLYING
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A to point B" will hardl y excite th e forecaster into
po uring out hi s heart on yo ur weather briefin g. He gets
such requests often, and frankly speakin g, all pilots
look pretty much alike to the forecaster. Therefore, they
all face the same routine p robl ems, an d if the forecaster
is not advi sed, he has no way of distinguishing between
yo ur fli ght problem s and those of the B-36 pilot or th e
pil ot of an L-5. Thi doesn' t mea n that one should walk
into the weather offi ce and dump a P-1 helmetfu l of
kero ene on the forecaster's prognosti c charts. Just let
him know yo ur type of aircraft, the altitude at which
yo u expect to Ay. yo ur approximate time en route, and
any additional information which wi ll assi t him in
visualizing yo ur problem.
Once yo u have given the foreca ter this information ,
he is then equipped to brief yo u full y and accuratel y
on the weather that wi ll affect your individual fli ght.
When gettin g your weather bri efing, remember to get
forecast a well as exi sting weather. When the forecaster has finished his briefin g, yo u should have the
followin g information:
Destination

• Cei ling
• Visibifity
• Freezing level
• Tops of clouds
• Precipitation
En route

• Ceilings
• Visihilities
• Cloud types at fli ght altitudes
• Tops of clouds
• Turbulence
• Temperatures aloft

Sounds involved , doesn't it? But it's on ly a matter of
minutes to get thi s info rmation . Once yo u have it, yo u
have a l I the weather information neces ary to plan an
instrument fli ght succes full y, and, eq uall y important,
yo u ha ve the answer to that big question , " Where's the
best place to go?" if an in-Ai ght emergency occurs.
Knowledge of the cei lin g, visibility and freezin g level
a t yo ur destination is imperative. It's al so vitall y important to know th e type and intensity of precipitation
wh ich exists or i forecas t at yo ur destination. Poor
cockpit vi, ibility may turn an otherwi se routine approach
into a fa t session of low-leve l aerobatics with disastrous
re ults.
Temperatu re and winds up to Ai ght altitudes must
be known Lo compute accurately the di stance to be covered durin g yo ur climb and th e fuel to be coi;isumed.
With a co mpl ete picture of en route ceilings and visibilitie , valu able time i aved when an aircraft mal fun ction or other emergency for ces you lo decide where
yo u can land with the least difficulty.
The types of cloud s at Ai ght altitudes will give the
pilot a good idea of the kind of low frequen cy radio
reception he' ll have to wo rk with. The presence of turbulence in the ice cr ystal zone will virtually as ure that
corona static will be present. Frequently ice cr ystal
clouds will cause corona static of such intensity that
the low frequ ency radio will be usele a nd all navigation must be dead reckon ing.
Weather at takeo ff point i an item often neglected
in fli ght p lannin g. Kno wledae of this weather will be
the decidin o factor when a decision must be made either
to return to de tinati on or co ntinue Lo an alternate in
the event of an emergen cy soo n after takeoff. A forecast
on weather at takeoff point may brin g out a future weather
condition not apparent to th e casual observer.
Alternates should be chosen approximately 200 miles
apart, or if possible, within glidin g di lan ce of th e air-

• Winds at fli ght altitude
Takeoff Point

• Cei ling
• Vi sibility
• Freezing level
• Temperatures and winds up to fli ght altitude
Alternates

•
•
•
•
•

Ceiling
Visibi lity
Freezing level
Tops of clouds
Precipitation
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Capt. James Hamilton , in front seat, is jet instructor. His
student is 1st Lt. W . K. Van Brunt. Course includes actual
weather fl ight as well as hood.

craft. Once selecLed , they are then readily available if
Lhe need for an alternate ari es anywhere along Lhe roule
of fli ght.
USE FACILITIES OF BASE OPERATIONS

Loaded with your weather information, you're then
ready to visit the operation office for a check of the
radio facilities along the proposed route of flight. The
Radio Facility Chart, AI 08-15-1, is your be t source
of thi information. Your de tination hould be checked
for:
• Len gth of runways
• Airport elevation
• Type of fuel available
• Jet tarting unit
• , talus of:
Radio ran ge
GCA or ILA
Homin g facilities
VHF / DF homer
• Ob tructions (found in Pilot' Handbooks )
This information should al o be collected for each alternate airport. A check of TOTAM will give the latest
information pertaininO' to radio facilitie and airport
condition.
When you've completed your check of weather, radio
facilities, and airport condition, then make the final
plan on your route of flight. If map are used to plan
the route, be sure to check all radio facilities against
the Ri!dio Facility Chart, OT AM , and The Airman 's
Guide.

t thi point in your planning, you are a fountain
of information, but oddly enough the time con urned in
gaining thi s information is not prohibitive. About thirty
minutes should give yo u the complete picture. tarting
in the weather office and then working into operations
eliminates Lhose many trip back and forth pickinO' up
information which co uld have been O'ained in one chat
with the forecaster. Then, too, if one piece of the information which you have help to avoid walking home
from your flight you'll have saved one whale of a lot
of time in the long run.
Foreca ting your fuel requirements and flight time i
your next step. Using the proper techniques it i pos ible
to forecast fuel requirement within ten gallon and
fli ght time within two minute .
THE CLIMB

Iormally, jet aircraft climb to high altitudes (25,000
to 50,000 feet) at high indicated airspeeds (200 to 450
knots ) . Naturally, this mean a large quantity of fuel
i burned in the climb and a considerable distance over
the g round is covered before reaching cruising altitude.
Becau e of these fact the climb a sume extreme
importan ce in jet flight plannin g. In fact, it's po ible
to deal your elf right out of the card game in the climb,
by neglecting to fi O'ure how much fuel y!Ju'll have in
your " poke" when yo u hit the cold blue yonder.
The rate of climb will affect the time for the climb
and the fuel used during the climb. The mo-st important
factor determining the rate of climb is the temperature
of the air through which the aircraft is climbed. The
hiO'her the temperature the lower the rate of climb for
any O'iven power etting and altitude.
The distance flown during the climb will depend on
the true airspeed, time spent in the climb and wind velocitie at the various altitudes throuO'h which the aircraft
pas e.
It's obvious, even at this point, that we need ome
performance data, rates of climb for instance, on a certain type aircraft before we can go much further. The
Pilots Flight Operating In tructions for your particular
aircraft will give you the information you need. The
examples in this article are ba ed on flight data for
the T-33A, but the procedure are applicable to any jet
aircraft when performance data for that particular aircraft is substituted.
The climb data that we need is found in the climb
chart of the Flight Operating In tru ctions . A typical climb
chart is on page 7. The data contained in the climb chart
i ba ed on a standard day. A tandard day is the slip ti ck
driver's an swer to the averaO'e man , " there hardly ain t no
ech animal." A tandard day i a day at 40° latitude when

the temperature is 59° F., pressure i 29.92 and the adiabatic lapse rate is 3.55° per thou and.
Imagine!
Since the climb data i ba ed on uch a day, mo t
climbs will have to be computed for the actual fli ght
condition existing at the time of the climb. The climb
chart carries a note which explain how uch computation is carried out: " To correct Rate of Climb values
for air temperature different from standard day temperature, subtract 35 feet per minute from the Rate of Climb
for every degree Fahrenheit above tandard day temperature for both clean configuration and drop tank configuration." U h huh!

level, the rate of climb is 3.800 feet per minute and the
time is 1.2 minutes. Thi s doe n't mean that a rate of climb
of 3,800 feet per minute was flown for 1.2 minute . It
mean that at the 5,000-foot level , the rate of climb was
3,800 feet per minute, and the elapsed time from sea
level to 5,000 feet wa 1.2 minutes.
To determine the approximate average rate of climb
to 5,000 feet, ju t take the average of the rate of climb
at ea level (4,300 fpm) and at 5,000 f et (3,800 fpm).
Thus, the approximate average rate of climb to 5,000
feet i established at 4050 fpm on a standard day.
o what?
Well , by u ing the average rate of climb on a standard

CLIMB CHART

ENGINE MODEL
J-33-A-23

Standard Day

AIRPLANE MODEL
T-33A

59 Degrees F at Sea Level

<

Rate of Climb and Rate of Descent given in feet per minute
1003 RPM
APPROXIMATE
RATE OF
CLIMB

PRESSURE

FROM SEA LEVEL
DISTANCE

TIME

FUEL

CAS

AL Tl TU DE

MPH

FEET

WITH DROP TANKS
14,250 LBS.
14,250 LBS. GROSS WEIGHT
4300

0
8

3800
3300

16
25

2800
2350
1'950

37

1550
1150
350
NOTES:

0
1.2
2.6
4.3

51
70
97

6.3
8.6
11.5
15.3

145

21.9

30 (1)
45

310
300

SEA LEVEL
5 000

61

10,000
15,000

93

290
280
270

111
128

260
250

77

148
176

( 1)

Taxi and take·off allowance.

(2)

To correct Rate of Climb values for air temperature different
from standard day temperature subtract 35 ft. per min. from

'

240

20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000
40,000

the Rate of Climb for every °F above standard day temperature
for both clean configuration ond drop tank configuration.

You'll al o note, in Figure #1, that the climb chart
gives a rate of climb for an altitude, the time to climb
each 5,000 feet, the fuel used to each 5,000 foot level ,
and the calibrated air peed (CAS) for the climb.
To use the chart properly, it hould be clarified.
The rate of climb shown oppo ite each 5,000-foot level
is the rate of climb at the given CA as the aircraft passes
through that level and not the average rate of climb
through 5,000 feet of altitude.
For example, on the chart opposite the 5,000-foot

day and applying a temperature correction, the corrected rate of climb can be e tablished. Once we've got
the corrected rate of climb we're in bu iness, ince we
can then compute the elapsed time, fuel u ed to climb
each 5,000 feet, and the di lance flown during the climb.

TEMPERATURES
omebody mentioned temperature . The adiabatic
chart gives the standard day temperatures for all altitude . It also give the actual temperatures at all altitudes. The weatherman will be of great assistance in

Be ure to divide both by the ame number, and also be
ure to multiply your result by the ame number. Your
wind correction angle need not be multiplied as it will
remain con tant.
helping you to get actual temperatures from the chart.
To figur our way from sea level to 5,000 feet, we
fir t get the average standard day lemperalure between
these level , i.e ., th temperature at 2,500 feet. Then
here' what happen .
Th standard da y l mperature at 2,500 feet is 50° F.
Let's a surne that the adiabatic chart shows the actual
temperature at 2,500 feet to be 80° F. This is 30°
warmer than the temperature for a standard day at that
altitude. A in tructed by the tech order we multiply
the difference in temperature (30° ) by 35 fpm, and find
that the corrected rate of climb will be 1050 f pm less
than on a standard day or 3,000 fpm ( 4,050 minus 1050
fpm).
Once we have corrected rate of climb, it's a simple
matter to ~ et up a ratio on the E6B Computer between
the tandard day rate of climb and the corrected rate of
climb. Set 3,000 on the inner scale oppo ite 4,050 on
the outer scale. then opposite 1.2 on the inner scale (time
for the climb on a standard day ) read 1.6 on the outer
scale. Thi is the lime in minutes required to climb to
5.000 feet a t the corre ted rate of climb. Without chan gin g
the computer ettin g. read the corrected fuel for the climb
on the outer scale oppo- ite 15 on the inner scale (gallons
of fuel nece ary for climb on Landa rd day ) . In thi s
case, 20 gallons.
eat, huh?
ow, notice on the cl imh chart that a CA of 310 mph
at ea level i indicated. On an average, the T-33 requires
2.0 minutes and 24 gallon s of fuel for takeoff and acceleration to cljmbin g airspeed (3 10 CA ) . Sin ce the
climb is not started until that CAS i reached, we lark
2.0 minutes and 24 gallons to our previous finding .
Consequently, the aircraft would pass throu gh the 5,000foot level 0.G minute after takeoff roll was tarted
and would have burned 44 gallon s.
Iow, how far have we flown? We started on the deck
at 310 mph; as we pa s throu gh the 5,000-foot level our
calibrated airspeed a hown on the climb chart should
be 300 mph. Therefore. we have held an average CAS of
305 mph from sea level lo 5,000 feet. Usin g thi average
CA , the average lemperture, and the average altitude
(2,500 feet), we compute our true air peed . se the
foreca t winds at 2,500 feet and apply them to the TA ,
usin g the wind face of the computer. This will give
you the g round speed and the wind correction angle
to 5,000 feet. In ome cases the wind velocity and/ or
the true airspeed i too high to be u ed on the wind
face of the computer unle
divided by two or three.
8

When you have your ground peed multiply it by
the corrected time for the climb (1.6 minutes ) and compute the di lance flown in the actual climb. To this
di lan ce add three mile , the di stance flown in accelerating to 310 mph CAS. The result is the distance which
the aircraft will be from takeoff point when pas ina
throu gh the 5,000-foot level.
Using the ame method , the rate of climb, time, fuel
and di lance flown can be computed for each 5,000
feet up to cruising altitude, and entered on an appropriate log. Add the time required for each 5,000 feet of
climb to get the total time for climb to cruising altitude.
In like manner, the fuel u ed and distance flown during
the climb can be a certained. A typical flight log in the
summer in southeastern United States would indicate
the following data: time to climb to 35,000 feet- 30.2
minutes, fuel con urned to 35,000 feet-240 gallon ,
distance flown in the climb 197.4 mile .
Thi method of computing corrected climb data i
ba ically ound and is valuable in training pilots in
basic theory of jet cruise control. However, the time
neces ary to correct the climb data make it impractical
for everyday u e.
For normal use in correcting climb data, a Climb
Compensation Chart should be compiled for the pecific
type of jet aircraft bein g flown. ee page 9 for a T-33
Climb Compen alion Chart. Such a chart is constructed
by computing the corrected rate of climb, time necessary to r.limb, fuel to be used and true air peed for
each 5,000 feet of climb for variou temperatures normally found at the different altitude levels. The chart
is ba ed on the average temperature and the average
rate of climb for each specific 5,000 feet. of altitude on a
tandard day. For example, the rate of climb used as the
basi for the climb from sea level to 5,000 feet is the
average of the ea level rate of climb (4,300 fpm) and
the rate of climb at 5,000 feet ( 3,800 fpm) or 4,050
fpm , on a standard day. The average rate of climb and
the temperature at the average altitude (2,500, 7,500,
etc.) on a tandard day for each 5,000 feet of climb
1isted , will be found between the heavy vertical lines
on the chart.
Centiarade temperature were u ed in compiling the
chart since the temperatures received from the foreca ter
are normally in Centigrade. For each degree C ntigrade
that the temperature wa above or below the tandard
temperature for that altitude, 63 feet per minute were
subtracted from or added to the average rate of climb
for a tandard day. Thi re ulted in the corrected rate
of climb. Thi corrected rate of climb was used in turn
FLYING
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to comput<! the corrected time and fuel for the climb
throu gh each 5,000 feet altitude.

essar y. From this point, the Oighl planning procedure
is the same as that previously ex plai ned for computing
gro und speed, drift correction angle, and the distance
flown during the climb.

To use the Climb Compensation Chart, the pilot has
only to get the average temperatures in degrees Centigrade and the winds a loft for each 5,000-foot increment
of the climb, using surface, 2,500, 7,500, 12,500-foot
levels, etc. This takes about five minutes in the forecaster's de11. Then whip out the chart and opposite the
app licable level find the temperature. Immediately below
the temperature, read off corrected rate of climb, corrected time, fu el to be used and true airspeed. That's
more like iL, isn't it?

The big problem is puttin g the finger on the guy in
the outfit who's going to make up the chart. If there's
a man with a head full of fi gures, numeral s that is,
he's a good bet. But watch him pretty close ly, thin gs
get a littl e binding about the 35,000-foot level.
OTHER FACTORS

There are a few other points that should be kept in
mind when working with climb computations. Note the
words "pressure altitude feet" above the altitude column

If the temperature yo u have is not on the chart at
the app licab le level, a little interpolation may be nee-

T-33 CLIMB COMPENSATION CHART (TEMP.)
WT. 14,250
-73

-71

-69

-67

-65

-63

-59

-57

-55

-54

-53

-52

-51

-50

-49

-48

-47

-46

-45

1909

1783

1657

1531

1405

1279 1153

1027

901

775

712

649

586

523

460

397

334

271

208

145

TIME

2.7

2.9

3.1

3 .3

3 .6

4.0

4.4

5.0

5.7

6.6

7.2

7 .9

8.7

9.8

11.1

12.9

15.3

18.2

24.6

35.3

FUEL

11

12

13

14

15

17

19

21

24

28

31

34

37

42

47

55

65

76

104

149

445

«7

449

450

452

454

464

465

466

467

468

469
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of the climb chart. This means that the data on the chart
is based on pressure altitudes and that pressure altitude
variation should be considered. If not computed, a very
small error will result; however, if the pressure altitude
variation is 600 feet or greater, it should be computed.
This means that the corrected rate of climb, fuel and
distance must be computed for 600 feet of climb using
the corrected sea level rate of climb before computing
the data for the first 5,000 feet of climb. For example,
if the corrected rate of climb at sea level is 4,200 feet
per minute, it will take 17 seconds or .3 minutes to
climb 600 feet and four gallons of fuel will be consumed.
Another factor that must be considered in computing
climb data is the altitude of the field from which the
flight is to be made. When taking off from an airfield
at an altitude other than zero feet, the climb data must
be adjusted to compensate for this difference. For example, assume the flight is to originate from Lowry AFB,
where the field elevation is 5,420 feet. Obviously the
first 5,000-foot increment to be computed will be the
level from 5,000 to 10,000 feet, but it is necessary to
subtract the time, fuel and distance that would be necessary to climb 420 feet.
During the climb, the airspeed should be changed
smoothly and gradually. For instance, the climb from
sea level is started at 310 CAS and ·is gradually changed
so that, as the aircraft passes through the 5,000-foot
level, the airspeed is 300 mph CAS. The airspeed is
changed throughout the climb in this manner.
FLIGHT EN ROUTE

En route flight planning is the planning of that portion of the flight at cruising altitude from the point
of level-off until the aircraft is over the destination
or to the point at which the descent is begun, whichever
is sooner.
Normally, the best altitude at which to cruise will
be one which gives the best cruising range when the
wind, fuel consumption and true airspeed factors are
considered. To explain the factors involved in determining best cruising altitude, let's look at the following
example:
Assume the data computed for the climb indicated
that a T-33 aircraft will have 500 gallons of fuel remaining on reaching 35,000 feet. Also, assume a tailwind of
80 mph at 35,000 feet and a tailwind of 40 mph at
40,000 feet, with standard day temperatures at both
altitudes.
At first, it appears that 35,000 feet would be the best
cruisino- altitude. However, the final selection of the
cruising altitude must be made by reference to the Flight
Operation Instruction Chart in the tech order for the
aircraft.
On this chart we find that the best cruising power
setting for an 80 mph tailwind at 35,000 feet gives a
range factor of 1.2 with a ground speed of 488 mph.
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The best cruising power setting with a 40 mph tailwind
at 40,000 feet gives a range factor of 1.1 with a ground
speed of 492 mph. By referring to the data opposite the
500 gallon fuel level under the 35,000-foot column on
the chart, it is found that under a no wind condition,
the maximum range of the aircraft is 1,005 miles by
remaining at 35,000 feet; however, by climbing to 40,000
feet with the same wind condition, the maximum range
is increased to 1,110 miles. The maximum range with
an 80 mph tailwind at 35,000 feet is found by multiplying the maximum range under a no wind condition
(1,005 miles) , by the range factor (1.2); 1,005 X 1.2
= 1206 miles maximum range. Computing the maximum range for a 40 mph tailwind at 40,000 feet in a
like manner, it is found to be 1,221 miles (1,100 X 1.1 =
1,221). Therefore, it can be seen that the maximum
range is increased by 15 miles by climbing to a cruising
altitude of 40,000 feet with the above wind conditions.
The Flight Operation Instruction Chart used above provides for the descent to sea level and landing with a
fuel reserve of 50 gallons. The chart for the specific
engine model used in the aircraft should be used and
the chart should be checked closely to determine whether
or not Rn allowance was made for reserve fuel on
landing.
The best power setting to produce the greatest range
for the wind condition and altitude is shown on the Flight
Operating Instruction Chart as is the CAS and ground
speed to be expected from the power setting. It should
be noted that the indicated airspeed is normally higher
than the CAS as is indicated on the Airspeed Correction
Table in the Technical Order for the aircraft. At the
beginning of the flight, the CAS will normally be lower
than shown on the chart for the power setting because
of the weight of the fuel. As the gross weight of the
aircraft diminishes with the use of fuel, the airspeed
increases, until near the end of the flight the airspeed
wll be higher than that shown for the power setting.
The altitudes on the Flight Operation Instruction Chart
for computed fuel consumption, calibrated air speed and
groundspeed are for a standard day on which pressure
altitude, indicated altitude and density altitude are one
and the same. Aircraft performance is based on density
altitude, therefore the pilot must determine and fly the
indicated altitude necessary to make good the selected
density altitude. This is accomplished on the E6B computer as follows:
Assume the density altitude of 30,000 feet has been
selected l!S the desired cruising altitude and that a temperature of - 25° C. is shown on the adiabatic chart
at 30,000 feet. On the altitude compensation scale of
the computer, set - 25° C. opposite 30,000 feet. Then,
opposite 30 on the outer scale (miles scale) read the
indicated altitude (27,700) to be flown to make good
a density altitude of 30,000 feet. Therefore, an indicated
altitude of 27,700 feet must be maintained in order that
the en rou te cruise control computations for a density
altitude of 30,000 feet will be correct, and the climb data
should be adjusted to compensate for the difference in
climb.
The en route groundspeed and drift correction angle
is determir.ed on the E6B computer by applying the
forecasted wind direction and velocity to the true airspeed. In -flight ETA's between fixes should be based on
FLYING SAFET Y

Until the arrival of jets on the aviat10n scene, only
a certain few types of flights really taxed a pilot's ability
to analyze a flight situation and exercise the proper
judgment to take himself and hi s aircraft through the
situation "uccessfully.
With jets the frequency of situations demanding good
judgment is stepped up considerably. The climb, cruise,
and the descent all present pecu liar problems calling
for sound judgment in any jet flight. Like charity, of the
three, the greatest of these is the descent. For the success or fai lure of many jet flights wi ll depend so lely
on the judgment exercised in plannin g a descent from
cruising altitude, whether conditions are VFR or IFR.

the groundspeed computed during the pre-flight planning
and not recomputed because of an apparent error between two fixes. At high altitudes the azimuth indicator
of the radio compass fluctuates and does not give an
instantaneous indication of station passage and, when
fl ying radio range signals, the cone of silence is of
such width that there may be an error of one to three
minutes in determining station passage. At a groundspeed of 550 mph with check points 200 miles apart,
an error in time of this size would mean an apparent
error in gruundspeed of 65 mph. Hence, the same method
of determining station passage should be used for all
check points, i.e., if the movement of the azimuth indicator through the 90 or 270-degree point is used for
the time of station passage over the radio aid, it should

The Descent Chart in the pilot's Flight Operation In-
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be used in the ame manner over subsequent radio aids.

In general, through experience, it has been found that
the groundspeed computed for cruising altitude during
the pre-flight planning should be used in fli ght for determining all ETA's.
Constant pressure and temperature levels vary in actual height above sea level. Since the true altitude for
a given indicated altitude changes with any chanaes
in temperature or pressure, the aircraft will climb or
descend while a constant indicated altitude i being maintained. These climbs or descents may cause the indicated airspeed to change by as much as 10 mph.

In order to attain maximum efficiency from an aircraft that derives some engine efficiency from a ram
intake, climb above the crui ing altitude (200 to 300
feet for the T- 33), then de cend at approximately 200
feet per minute to the de ired altitude, all owing the indicated airspeed to build up to or above that desired
for cruising before reducing the power from the climbing power setting. Fly the aircraft smoothly and maintain the desired altitude closely in order to hold the
airspeed as nearly constant as possible.
PENETRATION AND LOW APPROACH

Judgment is a word that comes in two sizes ... good
and bad. Pilot have been exercising both sizes in airplanes for over a quarter of a century.
JANUARY ,
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structions (above ) contains the data necessary to p Ian a
descent with the most favorab le range-fuel ratio for
yo ur particular aircraft. The chart indicates the distance
from destination at which a descent should be tarted,
under a no -wind condition. It also shows the proper
airspeeds to be used and the fuel which will be consumed in the descent, together with prescribed rates
of descent. The data on the chart is ha ed on a standard
day with the power set at idle and the aircraft "clean,"
unless other wise stated. The chart shown in the illustration contai ns data app licable to the T-33 aircraft.
To II ustrate the use of the chart, assume a crui sing
altitude of 35,000 fee t on a standard day in a T-33.
With the throttle in idle and the aircraft "clean," the
initial rate of descent will be 1,700 feet per minute
at 230 mph calibrated airspeed (CAS). The letdo\ n
should be started 63 miles from a destination with a
sea level elevation. The time required for the descent
will be 8.7 minutes and the fuel used wi ll be 14 gall ons.
The rate of descent and CAS are increased with the lo s
of altitude as shown on the chart, and these change
should be constant and smooth th roughout the descent.
The Descent Chart just about whips the problem in
a VFR descent. However, if the destination is IFR other
factors must be considered in planning a descent at
destination. If the destination is IFR, a plan must be
made for a penetration that i safe, expeditious, positive,
can be controlled by the appropriate control agency,
11

TYPES OF APPROACHES

Approach Using a Homing Facility on the Approach
Bearing: Figure 1

and which places the aircraft in the most advantageou
position to make the type of low approach contemplated.
Experience has proven that it is very poor judgment
to de cend below 20,000 feet en route to a destination
that i IFR, even if an expedited approach is assured.
For example:
A jet reports over the fix at 10,000 feet. The pilot
is advi ed to hold because ARTC has an aircraft at a
lower altitude in the vicinity that has not reported over
a designated fix, or Approach Control has cleared an
aircraft to take off and the pilot of the departing aircraft
has forgolten to report passing a designated fix. As a
result, the incoming jet pilot must declare an emergency
and descend through altitude without positive separation. Another illustration: A severe rainstorm has moved
over the field and GCA C?nnot pick up the jet fighter,
which has approximately 1/ 6 the reflecting area of the
F-51. The cei li ng and vi ibility is too low for a range
approach and the jet, at 10,000 feet, does not have sufficient fuel to climb out and go to the alternate. The
result is obvious.

If, however, the pilot remains at a minimum of 20,000
feet until reaching the fix and receiving clearance, he
is then in a position to make an approach within his
capabilities or to proceed to an alternate.
Twenty to twenty-five thousand feet is a good altitude
range in which to report over your destination fix. From
this altitude your time for penetration is not excessive
and you have altitude working for you in the event
you must proceed to an alternate. If cruising at altitudes higher than these, use the Descent Chart in planning a descent to arrive over the fix at the desired altitude. By subtracting the figures opposite the new desired
altitude on the chart from those opposite the cruising
altitude, the fuel , time and distance for the descent can
be determined. For example, a T-33 aircraft cruising
at 40,000 · feet is cleared to cross the destination fix at
20,000 feet. Under a no-wind condition, the chart indicates that the descent should be started 61 miles from
the fix; the descent wi II take 9.2 minutes and 13 gallons
of fuel will be co nsumed.
Upon reaching the fix, there are several methods of
makin g a penetration, depending upon traffic conditions,
terrain fixes, approach aids available and/ or a combination of these factors. It's a good practice to simulat_e
penetrations in VFR weather from altitudes between
20,000 and 25,000 feet to determine (1) the amount
of fuel consumed during the penetration and low approach, (2) the total elapsed time for the descent and
approach and, (3) the ground pattern covered by the
aircraft while making various types of penetrations.
There are many types of penetrations that can be
successfully accompli hed. Some of the various penetration and low approach procedures are described and
illustrated on the following page . Although the airspeeds, power settings and techniques are those specifically applicable to the T-33 , correspondin g airspeeds
in knots can be used in the F-86 and the F-94.

Thi type penetration and approach is ideal for jets
when the homing facility is located on the approach leg
of the ran ge so that the low cone altitude provides terrain clearance for an aircraft descending inbound from
the homing facility to the low cone.
The penetration is made from the homing facility , on
Lhe reciprocal of the approach bearing. Lose one-half
the altitude before starting the procedure turn. Any airspeed, "ear, flap and power combination can be used
during the penetration but the indicated air peed mu t
be held constant and the rate of descent must not be
permitted to decrease. The aircraft must remain within
reception distance of the radio aid and sufficient power
mu st be used (l) so that the pilot will get a reasonable
amount of acceleration from the engine if needed and
(2 ) o that sufficient heat for the defrosters and antiicers will be assured.
The recommended conditions for the F-80C or T-33,
ingle ship or in formation, are: 175 mph indicated
airspeed, full flaps, dive flap s, gear down and 65%
power (i f in formation use 70 % when turning into the
element).
After the procedure turn is completed, the l'evel off
is started 1,000 feet (2,000 feet in formation) above
the minimum en route altitude for the range leg. The
level off is accomplished by retracting the wing flaps
completely without hesitation, rai ing the landing gear,
and when 200 feet above the desired altitude, retractin g
the dive Aaps. Research has shown that this is also the
most satisfactory sequence for formation level-off . The
aircraft Lhen proceeds to the homing facility at the
minimum en route altitude at a power setting of 65 % .
When over the fix, make the pre-landing check in preparation for the final approach whether it be GCA, ILAS,
radio range or a combination of any of these approaches.
Jf for any reason the aircraft (T-33) should have to
hold at a low altitude, the power shou ld be adjusted
to maintain a fuel pressure of 60 psi. Sixty psi fuel pre sure usually ca:n be held at approximately 65% RPM
and a fuel consumption rate of 4 gallons per minute
results. Sixty-five percent RPM is sufficient power to
maintain airspeed and altitude in a turn using up to a
30-degree angle of bank with a fuel load of 200 gal Ions
or less.
If a GCA or ILAS approach is used, lower gear, dive
brakes and 35 to 60% wing flaps over the fix and reduce
Fig. 1
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20,000
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enroute altitude
inbound to ho•er

the indicated airspeed to 130 mph (140-145 mph in
formation). Add five mi les per hour to the above airspeeds for each 100 gallons of fu el remaining in excess
of 200 gallons. Descend to the altitude which will intercept the glide path at the proper point. Then adjust
the power lo maintain altitude and airspeed. The amount
of fuel used in this type penetration and low approach
for the T-33 is 65 to 70 gallons.
If a straight-in ran ge approach is made, lower the
gear after passing the fix inbound, descend to low cone
altitude holding 200 mph. Upon reaching the low cone
altitude, level off, permit the airspeed to drop off to
160 mph, then add power to 74 % to maintain this airspeed. The total fuel used in this type penetration and
low approach from 20,000 feet in the T-33 is 60 to 65
gallons and the total time for the approach should be
between 10 and 14 minutes.
Approach Using Rad io Range On ly (No Lower Traffic)

cend one-half the altitude outbound as described above,
continue descending in the procedure turn, return to
the homing facility at the assigned altitude and make
an approach strai ght in; GCA, ILAS or radio range.

If aircraft are within 5,000 feet below yo u, proceed
out into quadrant one minute or more before descendin g.
Then proceed as above. This type of penetration and approach takes 60 to 70 gallons of fuel and approximately
14 to 15 minutes.
App roach W ith Traffic Involved on All Legs of the
Range a nd no Homing Faci lity Ava ilable. Figu re 3

In the event through traffic, holding traffic, etc., has
all legs of the radio range occupied, proceed as follows:
Cross the range station at 20,000 to 25,000 feet and
proceed outbound {terrain permitting) on the bisector
heading of either of the quadrants whi ch has the landing
field located on the range leg separating them.

Cross the radio range station at 20,000 to 25,000.
Proceed out the range leg opposite the proced ure turn
leg. Lose one-half the a ltitude outbound as previously
outlined. Return to the range station at the en route
a ltitude of the leg yo u have just flown or at the procedure turn altitude, whichever is higher. Upon crossing
the range station execute a normal range approach as published for that station. Proceed from the station out the
procedure turn leg not over one minute and thirty seconds
at approximately 200 mph (65 % in T-33) and descend
to procedure turn altitude with dive brakes down . Upon
reaching procedure turn altitude, raise dive brakes. Execute the procedure turn, and when on co urse inbound,
lower the gear, hold 200 mph and descend to low cone
altitude. At low cone altitude, level off and permit the
airspeed Lo drop to 160 mph, then add power to about
74% to maintain 160. Use dive brakes to descend from
low cone altitude to minimum altitude, retracting them
after reaching that altitude. This approach will take
60 to 68 gallons of fuel and 15 to 17 minutes total
time. It can be made with a formation.

To avoid descending through occupied altitudes on
the range leg, level fli ght is maintained on the outbound
bisector heading until clear of the range leg and / or
the airway, normally one or two minutes, depending on
ground speed. The penetration is made as described above
for the radio range approach except, instead of descending on the range leg, the penetration is made in an open
quadrant. Return to the ran ge station at an assigned
a ltitude from which a normal ran ge approach, GCA or
ILAS can be made. Eighty to ninety gall ons of fuel wil1
be consumed and the approach will take 16 to 18 minutes
total time.

Approach in an Open Quadrant Using Homing Facility
(With Traffic Holding at the Homing Facility) Figure 2

These are only a few of the basic types of jet approaches that are available to a pilot in the event a
letdown is necessary. As yo u can see, no one type of
penetration fits every ituation . Judgment, once again,
determines yo ur choi ce of method .

Proceed to the homin g facility at 20,000 to 25,000
feet. Upon passing the fix , steer 45 degrees off the range
leg into the quadrant which does not contain the stack.
If there are no aircraft ho ldin g within 5,000 feet below
your aircra ft, a descent can be started immediately. Des-

__ __ _

Fig . 2
/

t

The old , old method of " Ready or not, here I come,"
just doesn' t fill the bill for jet IFR letdown s.
~+
Fig . 3

__.,.

Holding aircraft

If a GCA is made using a rectangular pattern after
returnin g to the range station , approximately llO gallons of fu el will be consumed and 18 to 23 minutes required for the complete letdown from 20,000 feet to
touchdown . It's a good idea to request GCA to pick you
up inbound upon completion of the procedure turn, for
a straight in GCA. With proper planning, a track can
be flown from the range station to get in position for
a straight in GCA approach.
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Heyl this twlrli1t9 should take the stiff.
.... from out of this mike cord • • •

Yaaaahl A drop kick. Just
lib the good ... clays at

Vassar •••

and make it a lot more
flexible when I get around
to wearing it . . .

'l'HE

I

ORE DIPORTA

ITE

of ~Ml

;q.upment for 'the pilot and aircrew member
ueually consist of parae'1utes, hard hats, G-Suite
and o ygen masks. All of these things spell safety
in flight and it follows, logieally, that these particu·
lar pieees of equipment should receive the beet of
care and inspection from the man who U8e8 them.
But this i8 not always the ease. Some pilots and
crew members are just plain careleu with their fly·
ing equipment and their own safety. Our photo·
story featuring Eddie .Bracken, Warner Brothen
14

star, shows how NOT to treat your penonal equip·
ment if you'd like to beeome an old, old pilot.
Bracken here acts out in an exaggerated fashion
a eareless Joe who seems to have the idea that his
new personal equipment-a 'chute and a Hard Hat
-are necessary evils which not only need "break·
ing·in" but can also be used in horseplay.
And, as our photo series shows, when Bracken
breaks in equipment ••• it's broke!
FLYING SAFETY

Uahl Somelhlng's gotta Fie If
I £Mp pulUq hard •novlh .••
Somebody oughta clean up all this
oil around here - • • now, let's ......

This 'chut. Is mighty heavy ta
drag aloq ••• Oft well, gHll I
can soft9n up this Hard Hat • • •

Well, slap me down and call me
Maxie. Just take a look at that!!

Aaaaah • • • gMll It's broke In a little tao much wonder If I should go back and . ., another one?"
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Balloons or Bombers,
Safety Problems Just
Naturally Go With Flying

.
!
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LYING ACCIDENTS are neither new nor funny. However, in diggin g into old accident records there can
be found cases that would give toda y's flyin g safety
officer or accident investigator many a headache. And
the problems that some of the early flying machines gave
the embryo pilots approach the fantastic when considered in the light of our present day thinking and flying.
Take, for example, in 1918 when balloons were still
an important part of military aviation, a claim was put
in against the government for a twenty-dollar bill. It
eems that during a routine trainin g flight, .a cadet
found himself being carried out toward the ocean. He
dropped some of his ballast and rose up to 8400 feet
to catch another wind and reverse his direction. Arriving
inland he valved down to 2,000 feet, spotted an open
field and decided to land. When close to the earth he
was picked up by a 25-mile-an-hour ground wind which
carried him toward some high tension wires. He tried
all deflationary measures but these functioned too slowly
and the basket caught on a telephone wire, with the
balloon , partially deflated, bobbin g around in the center

the auto came directly under it, the balloon driven by a
gust of wind , completely enveloped the car: Three occupants ?f the .car jumped out and headed for safety while
the dnver tned to cut the machine free. A moment later
the gas in the balloon ignited, either from contact with
the hot radiator or from an engine spark, and an explosion occurred. The car caught on fire and was completely
burned. The driver sustained first and second degree
burns on his face and hands. He placed claims against
the government for the twenty-dollar bill which happened to be in a pocket of a coat in the car, the coat, the
car, a fur scarf, a wool sweater and three baby pillows.
How wou ld today's accident investigator figure that
one?
Another cadet was at 3,600 feet in a balloon when he
heard an exp losion and noted that he was rapidly
descendin g. He jumped from the basket, but in doin g so
caught his parachute ropes on the map board and found
himself d 1rngling about a foot below the basket. He
climbed back into the basket, but by the time he had
untangled the ropes, it was too late to parachute. He
f.tayed where he was and rode safely to the ground in
the balloon , which had fallen approximately 1,000 feet
and then, with the deflated bag acting as a canopy, had
become a parachute in itself. Out of this came a recommen dation that students be instructed during training
not to put their map boards on the side of the balloon
from which they must jump, should an emergency arise.
High winds frequently played havoc with the bal loons. A ga le in Southern California caused the destruction of one, while two others broke completely away

not hear or disregarded the warning and went on. As

of wind caught a balloon that was anchored to a winch
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by a steel cab le and snapped the cable, allowing the
balloon to fl oat free. An energetic li eutena nt cha ed it
on a motorcycle and wa finall y ab le to catch its dra<>"0
rope and bring il back to earth.
Ball oon problems were strange enough, but when the
ai rplane ca me along it brought new angles which at
times were even more odd. Unique in it way was a
crash that hap pened in th ose early days th at found the
pil ot dazed but unhurt, with his engin e in the tail of the
plane, it havin g passed under or over him in a mann er
till unexplained.
Another crash occurred after two pilots had spotted a
large number of duck in a certain area. They returned
to the base, secured shotgun s, and took off in a twoseater. Apparently the y fl ew to low or slow, because
they crashed durin g their airborne duck hunt. The accident was chalked up to a stall with insufficient altitude.
The ground crews had their trouble , too. In fact,
mechanics were kill ed test-fl ying and crashing the planes
on which they were working. They did not have the
problem of jet exhaust but quite a few were hurt by
revolving props.
Two reports ca n be found of pilotl e s crashes. The
custom was for the crew chief to warm up a plane and
then leave it idling while he placed it in position to
taxi. On a certain type of plane, the liftin g of the tail
to turn the plane about could cause the throttle to advance.
On one occasion the plane " took off" and then groundlooped on a nearby road. Another time the pilot standing
near the plane was knocked flat. This plane al o groundlooped and ended up on its back.
Wording of accident reports was often very brief and
not to the point. " Machine turned over and fell into a
lake." "Unauthorized attempt to chan ge from rear seat
to front." "Fell out of plane." "Stick or prop broke," are
some of the examples.
Accident boards had a knack of coming up with so me
unusual recommendations. Here are a couple of sampl es :
"A speedometer or airspeed indi cator is one of the worst
things to put on a trainin g machine, as a pupil very
oon relies on his instrument, which is generally wrong
(none are accurate) , and becomes a mechanical flyer,
rather than a pilot with the proper ' feel' of the machine"; and " hard helmets interfere with the use cif
goggles and the turning of the head."
Another recommended the use of mirrors to enable
the pilot to ee behind and to the side, but this was
later rejected when it was decided that it was better for
the pilot to put his head on a swivel rather than rel y

on gadget . One sugge tion call ed for the placing of
enlisted men on pilot statu in order to take ome of
the glamour and thus some of the reckl essness out of
flying.
One man wrote to the President uggesting that the
structural iron workers' rule of quitting work for the
day when a man was killed, be taken up by the Air
Force. He tated that he had noted that death came in
bunches of three and four in the same day at the flying
school s.
One of France's chief pilots during World War I
recommended hi safety principles of excess speed, excess altitude and a constant lookout for places to land.
At least th e last of these principles is still considered
a good one.
Some of the board findin gs were much more prac·
ti cal. One was a device which wo uld throw a student
off the control s if he became frozen on them. Others
were hard helmets, this in contradiction of the earlier
board's findin gs; an indicator to show maximum speed
limits; landing and takeoff patterns; trengthenin g of
a structural design, and that students be given training
in forced landings while in flight school.
In the period from 1908 to 1920 there were 2,080
hours flown for every fatality, with 506 killed during
the 12 year . On the field which showed the worst record,
20 pilot were produced for every one killed. Even so,
the overall safety reco rd was better than that 0£ any
other co untry flyin g at the time. Con idering the equipment used and the little that was known about weather,
safety devices and aviation as a whole, the safety reco rds
were not so bad. They would be alarming today, of course.
Then, as now , the main causes for fatalities were
carelessness and the disregarding of safety rules. Every
year sin ce airpl anes came into bein g, some crash cau es
have been buzzing; acrobatics with insufficient altitude;
failure to wear parachutes; exceeding limits of the aircraft; rate of speed too great on landing, and so on.
The men who flew airplanes when flying was a brand
new game had to learn their safety Jes ons through the
hard kno r.ks of experience-trial and error. Today we
can profit by their mistakes and by the mistakes of all
those who have followed. The rules of safety have been
written for us ... sometimes in blood. Let's not di sregard them .
•
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The Full Capabilities of Helicopters Cannot Be Realized
Until All-Weather Flight Is a Reality.

I

NSTRUMENT FLYING in helicopters so unds like
something a sane person would rather have no part of.
Imagine sitting in a cloud with an airspeed reading of
zero! And if you can imagine that, your immediate
reaction is probably, "No, thanks. Not for me." Actually, Aying the gages in a . helicopter is not a whole lot
different from any other aircraft. Regarding that zero
degree air-sp·eed reading, the answer is that you just
don't let your speed go down to zero.

The realization that proper and
capabilities of helicopters would
weather conditions, came several
ment of an Air Force program to
18

full utilization of the
require flight under
years ago. Develop·
explore the problems

and establish the feasibility of heli copter instrument
flying was started in the su mmer of 1949. At that time,
the Director of Helicopter Training at Connally AFB
and the project officer for instrument flying made a tour
of several helicopter factories, and Navy and Coast
Guard helicopter using age'ncies to ob erve developments
which may have been made in instrument flying technique. While all agencies were interested, little actual
development had been accomplished.
Experimental instrument flights were first commenced
in March of 1950. An H-SD Sikorsky Helicopter was
equipped with orange polaroid plastex to be used with
the complementary blue goggles. The standard aircraft
instrument panel was used with staridard fli ght instruments, consisting of ban)< and tmn indicator, artificial
. horizon, . directional gyro,' airspeed · indicator, rate of
climb indicator and magnetic compass. Several instruments were relocated for a more rapid cross-check. These
initial flights brought the realization that instrument flying. was both feasib le and practicable.
First, the project officer flew about five hours · of experimental hooded flight. Later, helicopter· instructors,
selected at random, and members of the instrument board
FLYING
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who had no previous helicopter time were also put under
the hood. All pilots were able to fly the aircraft with
reasonable success.
As final proof of the practicability of instrument flying in the helicopter, an actual instrument flight was
accomplished 19 April 1950. On that date the Connally
Air Force Base weather was 700 feet overcast, four miles
visibility with light rain. An ARTC clearance was obtained to climb to 2000 feet on course to the Waco Range
and hold at 2000 feet for an approach clearance. These
instructions were complied with and after receiving approach clearance, a let-down was satisfactorily accomplished. 1o difficulties were encountered at any time
during the flight. This flight was accomplished by Major
George P. Gaffney, now a Lt. Colonel and Commanding
Officer of the Training Group which conducts helicopter
training at San Marcos Air Force Base, and Capt. John
Eggleston. Much of the credit for the initial phase of
development of the instrument program goes to these
two pilots.

in the second class participated. Results of the tests of
the two classes were amazingly similar. All students
became proficient enough to maintain a safe flight attitude at all times.
The three most noticeable difficulties the students encountered were overcontrolling, pilot fatigue, and getting lost on the radio range due to false builds and fades
resulting from changes in attitude of the aircraft. Overcontrolling is difficult to overcome because of the lag in
azimuth control. The aircraft responds more slowly than
the student expects and additional correction is applied.
Repeated explanation and practice are necessary to
eliminate overcontrol ling.
Pilot fatigue was apparent in all students. Because of
the instability of the aircraft and the lack of trim tabs,
most students became noticeably fatigued after 30 to 40
minutes of hooded flight. This was combated in part
by pointing out to the student that during straight and

PROGRAM DEVELOPED

On the strength of the initial flight experiments a basic
program ' vas developed covering the following maneuvers:
• Straight and level flight at airspeeds ranging from
50 to 80 miles per hour.
• Climbing and descending turns.
• Instrument takeoff going directly into translational
lift and climbing to cruising altitude.
• Radio range true-fade orientation and beam following.
• Autorotations from all altitudes under the hood.
• Radio range let-downs to minimum altitudes.
GCA let·downs were not included in this program since
there were no GCA facilities within a reasonable distance for training purposes. However, the project officer
successfully completed several GCA runs under the hood.
A service test was approved to test the presentation
of the above maneuvers to two classes during 1950. A
proposed syllabus was drawn up to include 10 hours of
flight instruction and five hours of instrument trainer
time. During the service testing of the first of these
classes, all of the instruction was presented by two instructors, one of whom was assigned as the new project
officer. During the service testing, the tentative syll abus
was modified an<l an "Analysis of Maneuvers" in Training Project Outline form was written.
Between the service testing of the two classes, addi tional instructor training was accomplished. Due to the
shortage of aircraft, this training was limited to slightly
more than two hours under the hood for each instructor,
with a comparable amount of observer time in team
rides. However, with increased briefing and using the
Analysis of Maneuvers as a teaching guide, service testing of the second class was accomplished.
In testing both classes, each student was given ten
hours of hood time and five hours of instrument trainer
time. ine students in the first class and eleven students
JANUARY ,
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Above, the USAF arrangement has pairs and groups of
related instruments along the horizontal axis of the panel.
Below is the arrangement of helicopter instruments as currently used by the Los Angeles Airways.

An extension to the volume control of the radio range
receiver was made on the left side of the cockpit. Previously the pilot had to use his right hand to control
the volume and used his left hand for azimuth control,
which is very difficult.
The radio antenna on the H5-D was relocated from a
position along the right side of the tail boom to a position beneath the aircraft. This was done because it was believed that the false builds and fades of radio range
signals when the aircraft attitude was changed were due
to the location of the radio antenna.
TRAINING INSTRUCTORS

level flight the left hand need not always be retained on
the throttle. Also if the student altered his position by
leaning slightly forward with his elbows on his knees,
holdin g the azimuth stick very lightly, thereby relaxing,
fatigue was reduced.
While nearly all students were able to make a range
orientation and approach successfu lly under the hood, a
number of them expressed a lack of confidence in their
ability under actual weather conditions. It was believed
that this lack of confidence could be overcome as instructors themselves become more experienced so that actual
weather could be flown during the student's training
program.
Progress of the students was consistent throughout
training. In most cases the student's final instrument
grades were sli ghtly higher and within seven per cent
of their final contact grade.
The Project Officer flew with at least one student from
each instructor to insure consistency of instruction and
grading. Very little variance was noted.
During instruction of the second experimental class
the syllabus of instruction written during the first class
was examined critically. Apparently it was well written,
as all instructors agreed that it was satisfactory with one
exception. That was that the two hours of range orientation should be regarded as the minimum and that aqditional time should be given consistent with student proficiency and availability of aircraft.
EQUIPMENT MODIFIED

To improve the training, a number of physical changes
were recommended and accomplished on equipment in
the aircraft.
Early in the program a vacuum pump was installed
on the hydraulic hoist bracket and the electrical gyros
were replaced by suction type instruments.
VHF equipment was installed in the aircraft for the
convenience of the pilot and for possible GCA training
if facilities should be available.
20

In the fall of 1950, arrangements were completed for
two Air Force pilots from the helicopter school, then
located at Connally AFB, to fly with Los Angeles Airways, Inc. This company operated the first scheduled
helicopter mail service and was selected to give instrument training to Air Force pilots because of its unique
experience accumulated in more than three years of
flying mail flights, day and night, in all types of weather
conditions. Los Angeles Airways, Inc. had two years
previously been awarded approval to operate helicopters
at night and had also received the first CAA okay for
instrument flights.
The two Air Force pilots chosen for the instrument
training program developed by the company were Capt.
Joseph E. Barrett and Capt. Willis R. Kusy. Both officers
are now stationed at San Marcos where their experience
is being put to good use in the training of Air Force
helicopter pilots. During their tour of duty with Los
Angeles Airways, each of these pilots flew about 60
hours, of which approximately half was on instruments.
Thus, helicopter instrument flying had received a good
strong start by late fall of 1950. Two classes of students
had been given instruction in instrument flight and the
instructors were well on their way toward becoming
sufficiently experienced to provide the best in training.
But then the affair in Korea stepped in to halt the
whole program. The requirement in the combat theater
for more and more helicopters to be used in rescue,
transport, and courier operations graduall y drained the
available aircraft from the school until it was impossible
to continue the instrument phase. It is fully intended
that instrument instruction will be resumed as soon as it
is possible to do so. To date, sufficient aircraft are still
not available; however, the instructor staff has a complete instrument course available and ready to put into
operation.
Here's what the instrument course looks like. A total
of ten hours of instruction, supplemented by the link
trainer, will be given. The first seven hours are devoted
to basic instruments and the last three to radio range
procedures.
Straight and level flight is the first flight maneuver
on the agenda. Normally, the speed will range from
50 to 80 mph at a manifold pressure of about 26 inches
Hg. Standard rate turns of about seven degrees bank
fol low. Durin g these two maneuvers, altitude control is
stressed. To maintain constant altitude, rapid crosschecks among altimeter, flight indicator, and vertical
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peed indicator are nece sary. Air peed
reference.

u ed a

a

utorotation s on in strument are also given. Durin g
any phase of Right, the instructor is likely to tap the
hooded tu dent on the shoulder and say, "Engine failure!"
The student immediately place the pitch ti ck in the
full down po ition with engine rpm at 2000. He is to
maintain hi s heading in a wing level attitude and an
airspeed of 70 mph . At not le than 300 feet above
the ground, the in structor tel Is the student he has "broken
out." The goggle are then raised and the autorotation
is completed vi uall y to a landing. Durin g autorotation .
the instructor mu t be particu larly alert that the tudent
does not enter an extreme bank or pitch attitude, that
he does not lo e directional control at hi gh peed, and
that air peed doe not increa e above 80 mph with nose
low pitch attitude.

In trument takeoffs are also made in helicopter and
tricky maneuvers they are. The first few feet of the
takeo ff in an H-SD are made traight up to avoid ground
resonan ce. A very close cross check of the Right indicator, directional gyro and airspeed indica tor is necessary until 60 mph is reached. Al o, the rate of climb
and altitude mu t be watched clo ely. A common error
is to relax forward press ure on the azimuth sti ck a the
airspeed increases during the initial climb. This re ults
in a decrea e in airspeed when the miniature aircraft
of the Right indicator rai es above the horizon bar.

The " goldfish bowl" Hiller helicopter is a flying train ing
copter for the school . Below, two of the key men in the
USAF' s helicopter instrument training program are Capt.
Joseph E. Barrett, standing, and Capt. Willis R. Kusy. Currently, they're at San Marcos and are ready for the resumption of the instrument program.

The helicopter, like any other aircraft, can also be
flo wn on partial panel. The airspeed indicator i then
the primary pitch attitude, but it mu t be clo ely cro checked with the a ltimeter and the vertical peed indicator. The turn needle and the magneti c compass become the bank rn truments when gyros are caged.
The vertical S, alternately descendin g and climbing
500 feet, i a practice maneuver in helicopter in trument fl yin g. An advanced version i the ame maneuver
done while makin g a tandard rate turn.

t

Radio range procedure is very much the ame a for
other craft. The helicopter pilot mu t be especially
alert for fal se fades when the pitch attitude i nose
lo w, and for fal e build when the nose i high. Al o,
during turn s there is ometime a false fade due to the
installation and rigging of the antenna in relation to
the po ition of the station. The helicopter instrument
pilot must be infinitel y patient when fl ying a radio range
as the low air peed results in a very low approach to
the station. The power setting for the instrument letdown i 18 inche H g. and the airspeed i 60 mph .
arcos AFB
A isit to the helicopter chool at San
will impres an yo ne with the obviou in cerity of the
chool ' staff in their belief in the future of helicopter .
To a man , they are convinced that the potential of the
heli co pter ha been only lightly tapped . But much of
the potential depend upon the removal of th e present
re triction lo visua l Aio-ht. Th e true capabilitie of the
helicopter can on ly be realized when Ai ght under any
weather condition is pos ibl e.
And the taff of the schoo l stand read y to help put
helicopter Aying on an a ll -weather ba i just
a the equipment is avai labl e.
JANUARY , 1952
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UP TO THE MINUTE AERONAUTICAL CHARTS MUST BE AVAILABLE
TO OUR WORLD-WIDE AIR FORCE

AND THEY ARE.

By Colonel Pau l C. Schauer, Commandin g Officer
USAF Aeronautical Chart and Information Se rvice

S

IX AERONAUTICAL CHART and Information Of.
fi ces over eas and one in the ZI fun ction on the
principle that afety in aviation depend in part on
adequate aeronauti ca l chart proper ly used. Recentl y
establi shed, th ese ACIO's are developing methods cal ~u 
lated to provide Air Force personn e l everywhere with
the mo t curren t charts and aeronautica l informati on
with the grea test possible dispatch.
Operating in Germany, the nited Kin gdom '. J o.pa n,
Hawaii the Canal Zone, Alaska and We tover Au Force
Base the ACIO's are de igned by the U AF Aeronauti cal
Cha;t and Information Service, an Air Materiel Command agency, to aid in accompli hin g its mi ssion of
providin g the Air Fore with all aeronautical chart
an d related material s required in peace and in war.

On 1 February 1951 th Chart Service, as it i often
called, became a center for aeronautical information
, ithin the Air Force and was as igned th e added responsibilities of coll ecting_ and di ei:ninati~~ that in formation an d of productwn of radio fac1h ty chart
and other aeronautica l information publications. By Air
Force directive, di tribution directly to user throu gh
Chart ervice facilities rep laced distribution through
depots a Class 30 material. Consequently, the ACI O'
were set up.
To do the job, it was decided to di pense any hampei:·
ina form alities in th e di tribution of charts or aeronaull·
cal inform ation. A telephone call , a visit in per on or
any legibl e requisition will get A!r Force users the _required material quickly. Excep t rn case of recurrin g
large order , formal requi sitions are not nece sary.
Tel ephone call s hav saved mu ch valuable time. For
instance. an officer in Pari s had a pecial planning job
to do a~d little time in whi ch to do it. He phoned to
the ACIO at Schierstei n, Germany. The charts were on
his de k next day.
Call also make for Ayin g safety. A pil ot complained
that the frequen cy of an Italian radio tation was not
the ame as shown in hi radio facility chart. He had
Aown over the vi inity and, ju t by tryin g frequencies,
stumbled upon the true one for that talion. The CIO
made immediate inquirie and di covered that the frequency had been changed the very day the aviator had
tried to use the station. A correcti on by 1 OT M was
22

made at once, and the new frequency was shown in the
next radio facility chart.
Word came to Captain Russe ll G. Fitzgerald, officerin -charge of the ACIO at Hickam AFB, Hawaii, that
a strategic reconnai s ance squadron , medium , weather,
wa Ayin a a special mi sion and that previous a ttempts
to get chart for uch mission had been unsati factory.
He ent an emergency requisition to the Chart ervice'
main produ ction facility at t. Loui , Missouri , and
the squadron had its chart within a few day .
Per onn el of the ACIO's do not wait to be a ked,
however. Th ey make the rounds of the Air Force units
per ona ll y, by tel phone, by mail or by wire. " Very
clo e, in fact almo t hourl y contact ," report Major
Robert M. Caserta , OIC of ACIO-German y, " are required to feel the 'pu l e' of the Command in order to
servi ce the present and p lanned requirement fo r aeronautical information .
" In an area uch a thi , mu ch traveling is involved
and man y personal co ntacts mu t be made, both with
the planning ta ff and the unit and air cre1 in the
field. Contacts must be made with the men who u e the
publications only at a desk and those who u e the chart
in the air and must rely on their clarity and accuracy.
To compl ete the coo rdination , close liaison is maintained
with the ACIO in Eno-land to a ure meetin a the requirement of the whole theater."
The size of the ACIO-Germany ta k is indi cated by
the officer' e timate that approximately 5,000 ,000 chart
are on hand at all time , with a monthl y outgo in g di tri bution of well over 100,000 charts.
The ACIO' publi h the radio fa cil ity charts of their
respective area . A thi is written , most of them were
di tributin " all ae ronautical charts, while some were
in the proce s of acquiring suffi cient offi ce and warehou e
space to take over the fun ction from the theater depots.
Without exception, they are taffed by officer. airman
and civilian personnel , some of whom are pi lot , elected because they are hi ghly trained in the aeronautical chart field. Some of the mo t effi cien t and experienced oflicers a signed to the Chart Service were placed
CIO's.
in the
Contact have brought some enlightening fact to light.
Captain Ralph M. Koth , OIC of the ACIO at Sealand,
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United Kingdom, found a ort of " Ali ce in Wonderland" situation. A depot officer aid , when asked why
he did not have certain chart on hand , " I'm like the
g rocer. If no one a k for potatoe , I don' t carry potatoes." That officer did not tock certain chart becau e
there wa no demand for them . There wa no demand
for them because the men in the field did not know the
charts wer available. It's one of the ACIO jobs lo
correct uch condition . Education i the an swer, with
ACIO per onnel in the role of educator .
Major Caserta reports that in
AFE instruction
cour es on the use of the radio facility chart are held
and that it i planned to expand the program to include
briefing on all types of aeronautical information material. There i also a good deal of informal instruction
given at the various office and in the field as ACIO
men talk to planner and air crews. One of the major
problems is to let users know about the different type
of chart and help them to elect the kind bet suited to
pecific mi sion or other purposes. When a special
mission is planned, it is an ACIO duty to offer advice
as to the kind of chart, coverage, scale and grid y tern
most advantageou for the particular requirements, and
to procure all neces ary charts for the u ers.

In addition to being teachers, ACIO per onnel also
become students. Pilots and navigators can teach them
many thing . The e students are ever alert for ug<Yestion which might be utilized to improve the chart .
They must also a ess the widely varying opinions heard.
Pilot and navi gators of different kind of aircraft do
not alway agree, and there i often a con iderable variance of thought between the officer who use charts only
at the desk and tho e who use them in the air. Many
a ession i held with air crews discu ing details on
chart pread out on the wings of their aircraft.
\

Particularly important in the work of the ACIO's is
the radio facility chart. ACIO people act as detective
in pursuit of vital change in information , such as new
radio frequencies. Many per onal contact are a help .
Captain Ray F. Willet , in charge of the ACIO at Westover AFB, found one of hi s be t contact at a party. A
naval aviator happened to mention a change of frequency he had di covered. ow that officer i watchful
for data to report to Captain Willets. The captain gathers
added fact beca u e he flies twice a month with a tran sport squadron of the Atlantic Divi sion of MATS.
ACIO per onnel are unanimous in the plea that radio
facility chart users report immediately any errors or
changes they may find. They are eq uall y anxious to explain the chart or answer any question about them. In
fact, they are enthu iastic as teacher , student or
detective .

Captain Wi lliam E. McLendon plan a flyover of all
or most of Alaska for information which may help in
the accomplishment of hi dutie at the ACIO at E lmendorf AFB near Anchorage. Per onnel under the command of Captain John M. De loge in the ACIO at Albrook AFB, anal Zone, undertook a 17-day flying trip
to air mi ss ions and air attache throughout South America
to screen the present charts for corr ctness and to pick
up any pertinent air information.
The ta -k of Captain LaVoi B. Davis, OIC of the ACIO
at Tokyo, has been more immediate. Hi office has been
upplyinP' fighting men in Korea a well a pilots in
more peaceful areas of the Far East. Speed in getting
charts to pilots and navigators for battle use is as e ential as speed in supp lying them with ammunition. Also ,
the Chart Service is developing new charts for jet and
for close air suppo rt of <Yround troop . The pa t fe,
month have hown a great acce leration in supply as
the result of the new y tern.
Individual contacts made throu<Yhout the world give
promi e of providin g clo er approximations of theater
chart requirements, which will aid the Chart Service
to control production more accurately and to gauge the
particular demand of each area. For example, Captain
Fitzgerald, surveying the situation for Hawaii, writes:
" Eventually we wi ll have a complete network of contacts. For the first time, it is believed. the overall stock
requirement for thi area is becoming known. Previou
method of tock procurement, which varied greatly
amon g the many organization , created a situation where
no one office or organization knew the overall requirement. '
The e contacts are valuable in uncovering very pecial requirements which using units did not know cou ld
be met. They are studied and fulfilled as expeditiously
as pos ible. They al o provide advance notice of military maneuvers for which pecial charts may be required. Thi gives time to produce new, adequate chart
not obtainable on last-minute requi sition.
The ACIO's now in operation appear to meet present
requirement . If other become es ential to cover other
areas, they will be establi hed. Our effort is continuou ly
to foster afe flying through providing nece sary chart
and aeronautical information material to Air Force personnel whenever and wherever they need it. Your part
in promoting flight safety i equally important and can
be fu lfi !led by constant vigilance in ob erving and reporting information you obtain. Give yo ur ACIO your
requirements and your ugge tions. Help them to help
you .
q

Charts are important to safety. For ACIO it' s a continuous job of chart inventory, co rrections and checking new editions.

*

* CROSS FEED *
WE KEEP T R YING! - I enjoyed
reading the October, 1951, is ue of
FL YING SAFETY which was devoted
en tire ly to win ter flying. We pi lots
detailed to recruiting duly find it
quite difficult to keep abrea t of the
old techniques, not to mention the
new one , about which we might
never be made aware were it not for
yo ur magazine.
- Capt. J oseph R. K u h lma n
R ecruiting O fficer"
Philadelphia, P enn a.
CAMERA vs. CO M P ASS - Cam eras and accesso ries have become so
common that recentl y an rmy Colonel inqui red of an Air Force ergeanl: " Are camera a standard item
of issue in the Air Force?" ome
Lype of camera and all type of
Jicrht meters when placed in the cockpit of an aircraft or near the magneti c compass wi ll cause the compass
to err from five to 15 degrees. This
i cau ed by the magneti c field within
these instruments.
Pilots hou ld use extreme ca re not
to place photographic equipment in
any location within the aircraft
wh ere the magneti c compa
could
be affected.
- Capt. Edwa rd A. M ille r
4 52nd Bomb W ing ( L )
Sa fe ty Officer , APO 970
M ULTICOLORED LIFE RAFTS
- I would like to suggest that all
life rafts carried by aircraft flying
over water between the nited tate
and forei gn co untrie be of variou
color and multiple co lor combination s ; that al I life rafts on one aircraft be of the same co lor, and that
they be insta ll ed at departing tation
and removed at destination.
Al o, that the co lor code be reco rded for that parti cular aircraft
on clearan ce. This \ ould enable rescue crews to make positive identification of a downed aircraft at sea.
-M/ Sgt. Charles E. J o h nso n
4 0 3d Maint. Sqdn.
4 0 3d T .C. Wing (Med)
Portland ln t' I Arpt., Oregon
AH-CHOO !- It wa with con iderable intere t that I read the article
on the common co ld in you r October,
1951, issue of FLYING SAFETY. As yo u
24

know, we in the av1at10n medicine
ervice are alway glad to ee article of a practical medi cal nature,
uch a thi one, appearing in the
journal and magazine. Your reader
public is primari ly the flying crews
to whom we wou ld like to ee the
me age relayed.
- Maj . Joseph A. Connor, Jr.
Office of T h e Su rgeo n General
ENGINE CH ECK S- The information contained in the article, " How
to Check an Engine," publi hed in
the Augu t, 1951, issue of FL YING
SAFETY, ha proven very helpful in
explainin g proper engine run-up
methods to the pi lot tationed at thi
ha e. Althou uh the fi gures in the article pertain to C-47' , the procedure ,
and rea on therefor, app ly also to
B-25' which are flown here.
-Maj. Otto W . Kuhlmann
Flysafe Project Office r
James Connally AFB, T ex·.
A POSY- Wou ld like to toss a bouquet your way on the October special
winter issue of FLYI NG AFETY. In
the opinion of cott pilots, it was
one of the be t is ues you have put
out.
- Maj. William G. Eha r
Flying Safe ty Officer
Scott AFB, Illinois
LATRINE R UMORS - When the
Rex Riley and other posters are received in this office I post two on the
bulletin boards and the rest in the
men 's latrine . Con equently, they
can't mi s 'em. It ha proved to be
the be t da y-by-day fli ght safety reminder and the wide t form of publicity thi s squadron ha experienced.
All mal e per onnel of the outfit have
co mmented on the po ters, e pecially
Rex Ril ey. So numerous have been
the comment that I'll not endeavor
to list them; although we receive
gripes when the posters are left up
too long.
Al o, if we have any extra copies
of FL YI G AFETY magazine we
punch a hole in 'em, attach a string,
and hang them in the latrines, too.
We figure a man might a we ll u e
all his time to advantage. The way
the magazine have become dog-eared
within a day's time can a sure any-

one that they receive plenty of attention.
The above avenue of publicity
may not be unique or trictly according to the book, but the re ult
are overwhelming. I th ought yo u'd
care Lo share our pqsona l sati faction that FLIGHT SAFETY i reaching
all of our personnel.
- T/ Sgt. LeRoy R. Yagel
Selfri d ge AFB , M ich .

Ed. Note: We don't care much
where yo u put our publications, just
so they' re read and something is
gained from the reading. l f the
latrine is the place, that's OK. Our
reputations can't su/jer much, anyway.
SUR VIVAL - In respon se to yo ur
" He! p Wan ted" Ad in the October i ·
ue of FLYING SAFETY, I'd like to
make a suggestion as to what I'd like
to have appear as a eries. More
about Survival.
I found your article, " Down But
ot Out" (October, 1950 ), very interesting and in some respect very
helpful.
I am working, besides my flyin g
dutie , as a Survival Officer and have
a deep interest in spreadin g the word
around to my fel low " F ly Boys" on
some of the subjects that may mean
life or death to them once they are
forced to leave the sanctuary of their
aircraft, many mi les from nowhere.
The knowledge gained al o come in
handy when on a leave to ome
campincr ite, whether fi hing or
hunting.
I, for one, think FL YING AFETY
would be an excellent medium for
preading the urvival word.
-Paul Gardella
Capt. USAF
Carswell AFB, T ex.

Ed. Note: We've also heard from
a couple of sources that survival is
emphasized too much in FL YING
AFETY . The reasoning apparently is
that such subjects do not prevent
accidents. Our stand is that survival
article may save lives after the accident occurs, so we will continue to
print them.
FLYING SAFET Y

SEQUEL-Your letter pertaining to

'

the article on Flight B, ca rried in the
ovember issue of FLYI! c AFETY,
was appreciated as were the courtesy
co pies forwarded and the excel lent
manner in which our article was
treated. It may interest you to know
that we are continuing our safety
reco rd without a major accident but
that a minor accident ruined the
perfect reco rd. However, it was incurred under entirely justifiable circumstances; the same pi lot featured
in the article wa called upon to perform an emergency evacuation on a
small island far above the Arctic
Circle.
The mission involved extreme hazard, includin g landing on water amid
floating ice and flyin g through adver e weather conditions. Returning
to Goose Bay with the patient aboard,
the plane encountered sudden high
head winds, was advised that an alternate field was below minimums,
and was left with insufficient fue l to
reach its de tination. The pilot advised Goose Bay of hi plight, was
intercepted by another rescue aircraft, and performed a ni ght landing
on a small lake in Labrador.
In landing, light damage to the
hull wa incurred but another aircraft completed the evacuation of
the ailing patient and the amphib
was later repaired and returned for
duty. An investigation board exonerated the pi lot of any blame and
hortly after he was recommended
for the Air Medal for action taken
during the emergency. So, though
the perfect record no lon ger exists,
it was sacrificed to save a man's
life!

- Capt. Arthur R. Locker
Ernest Harmon AFB
JACK-BOX- In the August issue of
FLYING SAFETY magazine an article
by S./ Sgt. Frederick J. Nelson on
mul ti-chan nel monitoring by modification of the standard jack-box
(Training for IFR, page 20 ) was of
particu lar interest to this squadron ,
since our present mission is training.
Can a wiring diagram or schematic
of this modification be obtained? If
so, where? Any help you can give
us on this matter wou ld be greatly
appreciated .

-Capt. Billy N. Atteberry
Communications Officer
Lake Charles AFB, La.
Ed. Note: Anyone interested in
the wiring diagram should write to:
Officer in Charge, I nstrument Training Section, Sewart AFB. Tennessee.
JANUARY ,
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HOW SHARP ABE YOU?...
If you know your business, you'll answer all these questions
correctly. Answers are on page 28 .
1. If a pilot were flying in the biignal zone of an " " quadrant, approximately ever y 30 seconds he
would hear:
a. Both station identification signal s
the second of which is the stron ger
of the two;
b. Both station identification signal s
the first of which is the tron ger
of the two ;
c. A strong station identification signa l followed by a period in which
no signal is received ;
d. A period in which no signal i received followed by a strong station identifi cation signal.
2. In passing over a fan marker
beacon you notice the amber light on
yo ur in strument panel fla hing a signal of three flashes. This would indicate to you that the fan marker was:
a. On the NE leg;
b. On the W leg;
c. On the SE leg;
d. On the SW leg.
3. The weather entry on the Form
175 for a pilot without clearing authority is valid for:
a. Two hours after time of weather
entry;
b. One hour after time of weather
entry;
c. Two hours after proposed takeoff
time;
d. One hour after proposed takeoff
time.
4. In solving the 180° ambiguity,
if the relative bearing of the radio
compa s has decreased , the radio station is :
a. To the right;
b. Directly ahead;
c. To the left;
d. Directly behind.
5. T he heading of an aircraft is
230 ° . The radio compass hows a
relative bearing of 285° . In order
to intercept an outbound track of
270 ° at an angle of 45°, the pilot
wi ll turn to a headin g of:
a. 45°
b. 315 °
c. 240°
d. 225°
6. An aircraft flyin g "off airways"

on a magnetic cour e of 315° hould
mai ntain an altitude of :
a. Even thou ands feet;
b. Even thousands plus 500 feet;
c. Odd. thousand feet;
d. Odd thousand plus 500 feet.
7. If it takes one minute and 15
second to fl y through a 20-degree
angle chan ge usi ng ADF, how many
minutes and seco nd is the aircraft
from the station?
a. 3 minutes, 54 seconds;
b. 3 minutes, 45 seconds;
c. 4 minutes, 10 seconds;
d. 3 minutes, 15 seconds.
8. The flight leve ls presenting the
greatest frequency of hazards to aircraft during thunderstorm penetration eem to be in what altitude
range?
9. A di ssipatin g thunderstorm cell
is genera lly recogni zed by what visual feature?
10. Fog can be expected to dissipate when .................................... and
.................. ....... ........... are expected
to be present.
11. The normal decrease of temperature with altitude in the atmo ph ere i generall y termed .................. .
12. The frequent low ceilings and
poor visibilities in the so utheast
United States in the winter result
main ly from the flow of ................... .
air from the south into the region.
13. A so lid purple line on a
weather map indicates ...................... .
14 . The surface wind immediatel y
west of a co ld front in the United
States generall y blows from ............. .
15. Winds aloft codes normally
become available in the weather station pr ior to the corresponding winds
aloft chart. For thi s reason a pilot
should be fami li ar with such code .
One such code fo ll ows :
PBUS 9891 -3 160900Z
ADW 09 03009 311Z
23320
3323 43428
3430 63430
01 39
80140
0235 00230
Using this code we find that the wind
di rection and speed at "ADW" at
7,000 feet MSL i ............................ .
25

A "Flying Safety Year" Campaign is
Giving New Emphasis to Strategic Air
Command's Aggressive Accident
Prevention Program.

l

)

By Dave Karten
Fl ight Safety Offi ce
SAC Headquarters

gomery, SAC's Director of Operations, called for a
maximum effort on the part of all SAC combat and
ground crew personnel.

F

OR THE PAST TWO and a half yea rs, SA C's accident rate has com pared very favorab ly with the average for the entire Air Force.
But SAC's tremendous expansion has increased the
accident exposure element and the number of assigned
inexperienced personnel. To offset these factor , SAC's
Flying Safety Division laun ched a year- long accident
prevention campaign and General Curtis E. LeMay
designated the period September 1, 1951, through August 31, 1952, as "Flyin g Safety Year. "
To implement the plan , Major General J. B. Mont-
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Radio and television talks by Colonel Frank W. Ellis,
Chief of the SAC Flying Safety Division , explained the
benefits of such a program to the average taxpayersavings in lives, dollars, and increased combat readiness.
An illustrated 55-page brochure, brimming with fresh
and · original flying safety promotion ideas, was prepared
by Capt. Kenneth L. Maxwell and Mr. Jim Nelson, under
supervision of Col. Alfred F. Kalberer, SAC's Director
of Public Information.
Base newspapers throughout the command front-paged
news stories outlining the details of the campaign. All
SAC bases cooperated in a week of special activities to
FLYING

SAFETY

kick off the year of increased afety con ciousnes and
the Flying Safety Year wa officially under way.
Focal point of interest in the campaign is a handsome
trophy which will be awarded-appropriately engraved
- in eptember, 1952, to the SAC ba se compiling the
be t sa fety record for the entire yea r. During the campaign the trophy is given each month to the base with
the !owe t accident rate that month .
Every month during the campaign AC bombardment
station choose a "Crew of the Month" and fi ghter bases
elect a " Pilot of the Month." These elections are submitted to AC' Flying Safety Divi ion, where their
merits are compared, and the most out landing crew and
pilot, re pectively, named SAC "Crew of the Month"
and " Pilot of the Month." A A -wide slogan co nte t
was con du ted , and Lieutenant Paul J. Hill of the 30l st
Refueling Squadron of Barksdale AFB, ubmitted the
winning slogan - " Preflight Checks Stop In-fli ght
'Wreck.'
Pictures and storie of the monthly winners are featured in a special ection of COMBAT CREW magazine,
the trategic Air Command's monthly fl ying safety publi cation for SAC flight personnel.
To add zest and incentive to winning the trophy, a
pur e of $1,000 accompanies its award each month.
Money for the purse--$12,000 for the 12 consecutive
monthl y awards-is collected from SAC officer per onnel
in a " Hobo Barrel ," which makes the rounds of SAC
station . A dollar donation from each officer in AC i
makin g it pos ible for each of the 12 troph y winner to
celebrate their winning the trophy with a ha e-wide fl ying
safety party.

I
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Primary <YOal of AC' Flying afety Year i to promote flying afety co n ciou nes throughout the command , a\·e live and equipment, and promote AC'
combat readiness. To achieve thi goal, the Flyin g afoty
Di vi ion ha initiated a even-point program: ( 1) train
to proficiency-and maintain proficiency; (2 ) instruct
in and emphasize emergency proced11re ; (3) require
compliance with SOP's and all flyin g regulations ; (4)
eliminate hazardou or accident-provokin g conditions;
(5) eliminate maintenance errors; ( 6) reduce materiel
failure by thorough preflight in spection ; (7 ) complete
investigations and careful analysis of aircraft accident
to determine their cause factor , both primary and secondary, and di seminate the information to all who
mi g-ht enccunter the same cause factors.
Throu ghout the campaign, all accidents. regardless
of their seriou r.ess, are counted a equal.
" For the purposes of the campaign ," explains Major
Wilford J. Crutsinger, SAC Flying afeLy Divi sion officer
in charge of F lying Safety Year promotion, "we have
et rates for bombers and fighter . This . put the com! etition between fi ghter and bomber Lation s on a fair
and equitable basis. For example, durin<Y the campaign
th e record of a base which had two minor accidents
with only Jight damage to the aircraft involved , would
be marred a badly as if the accidents had been of major
importance re ultin g in lo s of life and property. In this
way A hope Lo eliminate not only th e major accident<;
but al o minor mi hap whi h hamper operatin{!: efficiency at base and squadron level and result in the tie-up
of tactical and administrative aircraft."
JANUARY ,
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In it first three month of operation the SAC Flying
afety Year campaign ha achieved the tature of a
ound plan , worthy of imitation by other command
within the Air Force in promoting safer flying .
" One good reaso n why the Flying Safety Year has
ucceeded o far in teadily decrea ing the accident rate,"
explains General LeMay, " is the excellent cooperation
flyin g afety officers throughout the command have received from public information officer in utilizing all
pos ible public information media to carry the story
of the campaign to all per onnel. Timely editorials and
monthly photographs of 'Combat Crew of the Month,'
' Pilot of the Month,' and 'Hobo Barrel ' activities in
AC base newspaper are helping Lo keep alive the mtere tin the Flying Safety Year."
The following excerpt from an editorial in The pokane Bomber 1ews (Fairchild AFB) cry talizes the whole
idea behind the campaign: "The real reason for flying
safety campaigns is not the attainment of the best record
or a trophy. The lives saved; the injuries averted; the
equipment and money saved; the proficiency safe flyin g
indicate - these are the benefit which accrue from safe
fl yin g. Each of us should do whatever possible to keep
our record spotless. In the final analysis, it's our lives, our
equipment, our taxes which are being saved ."
ide by side with the fl yin g afety officer, the wing
commander and public information officer have been
tireless in their efforts to make the Flying Safety Year
the safest in SAC's hi tory.
Their succe with thi fre h and original approach
to accident prevention will be measured at the end of
the campai gn in terms of live and equipment aved and
increa ed combat readines to carry out AC's mis ion.

Gt*
Gen . Curtis E. LeMay and Col. Frank W . Ellis, SAC CG
and FSO, contribute to safety year hobo ba rrel.

WE THANK YOU

il,;
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ON A G-UNNE~Y MISSION
ABOUT 200 FEET ALTITUDE AFTE
TAKE-OFF, POPE'S F- 80 BECAME
EXTREMELY IAIL·HEAVY AND
NO ELE.VATOi;I. RESPON SE ...

In the last six month of 1951,
FL YING SAFETY printed twenty articles written by peop le other than
taff member . This doe not include
the many contrib utors to the Cros feed Section, tho e who preferred
that their names not be used , and
tho e who helped us dig up the material for staff written article . We
feel that the cooperative attitude of
all tho e who wrote for us or helped
us obtain material to be printed is
indicative of a high state of safety
con ciousness in our Air Force. nd
we also fee l it i most complimentary
to FLYING SAFETY magazine. Be ides
making our work easier, these people
have contributed to the well-being
of the en tire Air Force. Some of them
may have saved lives and valuable
eq uipment.
Here is a li st of those whose contributions were p rinted in the Jul y
through December, 1951, i ue of
FLY ! G SAFETY:
Mr. Paul Mantz
Lt. Col. Don Williams
Capt. Glen T. Noyes
Capt. George E. Schafer
Maj. Gen. Victor E. Be rtrandias
Maj. Gen. George W. Mundy
S/ Sgt. Frederick J . Nelson
Mr. Bob Hope
Capt. Robe rt M. Bell
Lt. Lewis A. Dayton, Jr.
Maj. Gen. Lyman P. Whitte n
Lt. J erry N. Downen
Maj. Robert 0. Celotto
Capt. David F. McCallister
Capt. Arthur R. Locker
Capt. John H. Seward
Capt. Cesar J. Martinez
Capt. Phillip D. Gardne r
Mr. Rid Doweling
Col. Don S. Wenger
Brig. Gen. Frank P. Lahm (Ret.)
Our sin ce re thanks goes to these
men. An d how about you adding your
name to the next list. -The Staff
ANSWERS TO QUIZ
ON PAGE 25
1-b. 2-cl. 3-b. 4--c.
5-cl. 6-b. 7-b. 8 10,000 to 25,000 feet above
te rrain. 9-The anvil top.
10-Strong winds and sur·
face heating. 11 - Lapse
rate. 12-Maritime tropical.
13-An occluded front. 14
- The northwest. 15
From 10 degrees at 39
knots.
FLYING SAFETY
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~el11x!
Take it easy. But be sure to do it at the right
time. Like the man said, there is a time and
place for everything. And relaxing is no
exception. There are also times and places
when you've got to be alert and on your
toes. When you are flying or working on
an airplane, for example, you've got to be
alert. That's no time to relax. Fact is, it
could be fatal. Under a beach umbrella by
a swimming pool . . . then, take it easy.
- Elyse Knox - Monogram Pictures
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